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Basic no ons defined by General Rela vity

based on (freely falling) par cles and light
propaga on (unique)
▶ standard clock

GR tells you what a good clock is
(Perlick, GRG 1987)
atomic clocks are good clocks

▶ unique measurement of distance

Δ𝑥 = 𝑐 Δ𝜏

▶ rota on
GR tells you what rota on is
(Pirani, BAP 1965)
gyroscopes show this rota on
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Model of the Earth

Theorem
If for a body holds:
▶ it is rigid (no shear, no expansion)
▶ the rota on is constant, does not precess: 𝑃𝑢𝐷𝑢𝜔 = 0 and
▶ the local accelera on rotates with the rigid body 𝑃𝑢𝐷𝑢𝑎 = 𝜔 ⋅ 𝑎
then the body is sta onary: ∃𝜉 ∼ 𝑢 with L𝜉𝑔 = 0 (Salzmann & Taub 1964, Ehlers 1961)

▶ condi ons are fulfilled for the Earth with good accuracy
▶ involved veloci es and masses are small ⇒ any me-dependence can be included adiaba cally

with very high precision

the Earth is a Killing congruence 𝜉 giving a sta onary space- me L𝜉𝑔𝜇𝜈 = 0
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Sta onary space- me
Sta onarity, model of Earth’s gravity: me-like Killing congruence 𝜉
any me-like Killing vector field 𝜉 has two characteris cs

▶ norm 𝑒2𝜙 = 𝑔𝜇𝜈𝜉𝜇𝜉𝜈 related to
▶ accelera on
▶ gravita onal redshi
▶ qm phase shi

▶ twist 𝜛𝜇 ∶= 𝜖𝜇𝜈𝜌𝜎𝜉𝜈𝜕𝜌𝜉𝜎 related to
▶ Sagnac effect
▶ Schiff effect
▶ qm spin-rota on coupling

Theorem (e.g. Israel & Wilson, JMP 1972, Simon & Beig, JMP 1982)

▶ for the twist one has 𝜕[𝜇𝜛𝜈] = −𝜖𝜇𝜈𝜌𝜎𝜉𝜌𝑅𝜎
𝜏𝜉𝜏

▶ if vacuum Einstein equa ons are fulfilled 𝜕[𝜇𝜛𝜈] = 0 and ∃ 𝜛 ∶ 𝜛𝜇 = 𝜕𝜇𝜛

two poten als: 𝜙 gravitoelectric (redshi /accelera on) , 𝜛 gravitomagne c (rota on)
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The full gravita onal field
in adapted coordinates one has for the full metric

𝑑𝑠2 = 𝑒2𝜙 (𝑑𝑡 + 𝜎𝑖𝑑𝑥𝑖)2 − 𝑒−2𝜙𝛾𝑖𝑗𝑑𝑥𝑖𝑑𝑥𝑗 𝑖, 𝑗, 𝑘, … = 1, 2, 3 𝜛𝑖 = 𝑒4𝜙𝜖𝑖𝑗𝑘𝜕𝑗𝜎𝑘

mass and angular momentum poten als

Φ𝑀 ∶= 1
4𝑒−2𝜙 (𝑒4𝜙 + 𝜛2 − 1) , Φ𝐽 ∶= 1

2𝑒−2𝜙𝜛
mul pole expansion (Hansen, JMP 1974, Simon & Beig, JMP 1983)

Φ𝑀 =
𝑚−1
∑
𝑙=0

𝐸𝑖1⋯𝑖𝑙
𝑥𝑖1 ⋯ 𝑥𝑖𝑙

𝑙!𝑟2𝑙+1 + O(𝑟−(𝑚+1)) Φ𝐽 =
𝑚−1
∑
𝑙=0

𝐹𝑖1⋯𝑖𝑙
𝑥𝑖1 ⋯ 𝑥𝑖𝑙

𝑙!𝑟2𝑙+1 + O(𝑟−(𝑚+1))

𝛾𝑖𝑗 = 𝛿𝑖𝑗 +
𝑚

∑
𝑙=2

(
𝑥𝑖𝑥𝑗𝐴𝑎1⋯𝑎𝑙−2

𝑥𝑎1 ⋯ 𝑥𝑎𝑙−2

𝑟2𝑙 +
𝛿𝑖𝑗𝐵𝑎1⋯𝑎𝑙−2

𝑥𝑎1 ⋯ 𝑥𝑎𝑙−2

𝑟2𝑙−2 +
𝑥(𝑖𝐶𝑗)𝑎1⋯𝑎𝑙−3

𝑥𝑎1 ⋯ 𝑥𝑎𝑙−3

𝑟2𝑙−2

+
𝐷𝑖𝑗𝑎1⋯𝑎𝑙−2

𝑥𝑎1 ⋯ 𝑥𝑎𝑙−4

𝑟2𝑙−4 ) + …
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Clock comparison within GR

observer 1 observer 2

𝑢1(𝑥1)

𝑢2(𝑥2)

ℓ(𝑥1)

ℓ(𝑥2)

lig
ht

▶ light ray given by trajectory with tangent ℓ(𝜆)
obeying 𝑔(ℓ, ℓ) = 0
light is unuique

▶ observer with standard clock given by trajectory with
tangent 𝑢(𝜏) obeying 𝑔(𝑢, 𝑢) = 1

Defini on:measured frequency

𝜈 = 𝑔𝜇𝜈ℓ𝜇𝑢𝜈 = 𝑘𝜇𝑢𝜇 with 𝑘𝜇 = 𝑔𝜇𝜈ℓ𝜈

clock comparison (𝑧 is called “redshi ”)

1 + 𝑧 ∶= 𝜈1
𝜈2

= 𝑘𝜇(𝑥1)𝑢𝜇(𝑥1)
𝑘𝜇(𝑥2)𝑢𝜇(𝑥2)

depends on the two observer’s posi on as well as state
of mo on (velocity)
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Clock comparison within GR

▶ posi on effects: redshi
▶ mo onal effects: me delay (also aberra on)

sta onary gravita onal field and sta onary observer (observer at rest): gravita onal redshi , access
to full poten al difference ( ∗= in adapted coordinate system)

𝜈2
𝜈1

= 𝑘(𝑢2)
𝑘(𝑢1) = 𝑒𝜙2

𝑒𝜙1

∗= √𝑔𝑡𝑡(𝑟2)
𝑔𝑡𝑡(𝑟1)

∗≈ 1 − 𝑈(𝑥1) − 𝑈(𝑥2)
𝑐2

same posi on but different veloci es: Doppler effect and me dila on

𝜈2
𝜈1

= 𝑘𝜇(𝑥)𝑢𝜇(𝑥)
𝑘𝜈(𝑥)𝑣𝜈(𝑥) =

√
1 − 𝑣2 (1 ± 𝑣) ⇔ 𝑇 ′ = 1√

1 − 𝑣2 𝑇 radial mo on

important on Earth: light may propagate along op cal fibers (Philipp et al, PRD 2017)
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Interferometry
intensity and phase shi for sta onary interferometer (Audretsch, C.L., JPA 1982, Kagramanova,
Kunz, C.L., CQG 2008)

𝐼 = 2 (1 + cos ΔΦ) 𝐼0 with ΔΦ = ∮ 𝑝 , 𝑝 = −𝑑𝑆

phase shi

ΔΦ = 𝐸 ∫ 𝑒−𝜙𝜔 + ∮ 𝑃𝑢𝑝 with 𝐸 = 𝑝(𝜉)

= 𝐸 ∫ 𝑒−𝜙𝜔 + ∮
√

𝐸2𝑒−2𝜙 − 𝑚2𝑛

= 𝐸𝑒−𝜙𝜔 ⋅ Σ + Δ
√

𝐸2𝑒−2𝜙 − 𝑚2𝐿
≈ 𝐸𝑒−𝜙𝜔 ⋅ Σ − Δ𝜙

𝑝0
𝐿

Sagnac effect + full poten al difference

source

beam
spli er

mirror 2

mirror 1 analyzer

I
II∇𝑈 ℎ

𝐿
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Accelera on
for sta onary apparatus (at rest)

from 𝑢𝜇 = 𝑒−𝜙𝜉𝜇 we obtain

𝑎𝜇 = 𝑢𝜌𝐷𝜌𝑢𝜇 = −𝜕𝜇𝜙

and

(𝑃𝑢)𝜇
𝜌 𝑢𝜈𝐷𝜈𝑎𝜌 = 𝜔𝜇

𝜈𝑎𝜈

0 = 𝑢𝜇𝜕𝜇𝜙

measurable with falling corner cubes

access to gradient of poten al
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Measuring 𝜛
the twist 𝜛𝜇 can be measured with
▶ Sagnac effect (interferometry with

ringlasers, Ashtekar & Magnon 1975)

Δ𝑡 = ∫
Σ

𝑒−𝜙𝜖𝜌𝜎𝜇𝜈𝜉𝜎𝜛𝜌𝑑𝑆𝜇𝜈

▶ Sagnac effect for massive par cles with
neutron and atom interferometry
(Audretsch & CL, JPA 1984, Bordé, PLA 1989,
Riehle et al, PRL 1991, CL 2007)

▶ hyperfine spli ng of spin-rota on coupling
(Mashhoon, PLA 1987, Silverman, PLA 1991)
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(Mashhoon, PLA 1987, Silverman, PLA 1991)

Δ𝐸 = �⃗� ⋅ ⃗𝐽
Wikipedia
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(Audretsch & CL, JPA 1984, Bordé, PLA 1989,
Riehle et al, PRL 1991, CL 2007)

▶ hyperfine spli ng of spin-rota on coupling
(Mashhoon, PLA 1987, Silverman, PLA 1991)

▶ spin precession (Zimbres, CQG 2014, also
Rindler & Perlick, GRG 1990)

𝑢𝜈𝐷𝜈𝑆𝜇 = 𝑒−𝜙𝜛𝜇
𝜈𝑆𝜈

mission GP-B (Everi et al, PRL 2012),
proposal HYPER
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▶ hyperfine spli ng of spin-rota on coupling
(Mashhoon, PLA 1987, Silverman, PLA 1991)

▶ spin precession (Zimbres, CQG 2014, also
Rindler & Perlick, GRG 1990), mission GP-B
(Everi et al, PRL 2012), proposal HYPER

▶ Lense-Thirring (Ciufolini et al, EPJc 2019)
and gravitomagne c clock effect (proposal,
Hackmann, C.L. PRD 2014)
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Measuring all degrees of freedom
degrees of freedom: 𝜙, 𝜛, 𝛾𝑖𝑗 in 𝑑𝑠2 = 𝑒2𝜙 (𝑑𝑡 + 𝜛𝑖𝑑𝑥𝑖)2 − 𝑒−2𝜙𝛾𝑖𝑗𝑑𝑥𝑖𝑑𝑥𝑗

▶ measurement of 𝛾𝑖𝑗 requires non-sta onary observers
▶ moving clocks, moving atom interferometers, moving gravimeters and gradiometers in space

general calcula on scheme for geodesy
▶ given some mul pole expansion 𝐴𝑖1⋯𝑖𝑚

, 𝐵𝑖1⋯𝑖𝑚
, 𝐶𝑖1⋯𝑖𝑚

, 𝐷𝑖1⋯𝑖𝑚
, 𝐸𝑖1⋯𝑖𝑚

and 𝐹𝑖1⋯𝑖𝑚

▶ determine from that Φ(𝑚)
𝑀 , Φ(𝑚)

𝐽 , and 𝛾(𝑚)
𝑖𝑗

▶ in adiaba c me-dependent situa ons: mulipole parameters depend on me
▶ calculate metric and geodesic equa on
▶ using this metric:

▶ GRACE constella on and distance measurement
▶ GOCE constella on
▶ clock constella ons
▶ atom interferometers in space

this is one plan for the next few years ...
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The two poten als for sta onary axially symmetric space- mes
analy cal examples, toy models: sta onary axially symmetric space- mes

𝑑𝑠2 = 𝑔𝑡𝑡(𝑟, 𝜗)𝑑𝑡2 + 𝑔𝑟𝑟(𝑟, 𝜗)𝑑𝑟2 + 𝑔𝜗𝜗(𝑟, 𝜗)𝑑𝜗2 + 𝑔𝜑𝜑(𝑟, 𝜗)𝑑𝜑2 + 2𝑔𝑡𝜑(𝑟, 𝜗)𝑑𝑡𝑑𝜑

gravitoelectric poten al (with rota on)

𝑒𝜙rot = 𝑔𝜇𝜈 (𝜉𝜇 + Ω𝜂𝜇) (𝜉𝜈 + Ω𝜂𝜈) = 𝑔𝑡𝑡 + 2Ω𝑔𝑡𝜑 + Ω2𝑔𝜑𝜑

twist poten al, gravitomagne c poten al (with rota on)

𝜛rot
𝜇 = 𝑔𝜇𝜈𝜖𝜈𝜌𝜎𝜏 (𝜉𝜌 + Ω𝜂𝜌) 𝜕𝜎 (𝜉𝜏 + Ω𝜂𝜏)

= 1√−𝑔 (−𝑔𝑟𝑟 (𝑔𝑡𝑡𝜕𝜗𝑔𝑡𝜑 − 𝑔𝑡𝜑𝜕𝜗𝑔𝑡𝑡 + Ω (𝑔𝑡𝑡𝜕𝜗𝑔𝜑𝜑 − 𝑔𝜑𝜑𝜕𝜗𝑔𝑡𝑡) + Ω2 (𝑔𝑡𝜑𝜕𝜗𝑔𝜑𝜑 − 𝑔𝜑𝜑𝜕𝜗𝑔𝑡𝜑))
𝑔𝜗𝜗 (𝑔𝑡𝑡𝜕𝑟𝑔𝑡𝜑 − 𝑔𝑡𝜑𝜕𝑟𝑔𝑡𝑡 + Ω (𝑔𝑡𝑡𝜕𝑟𝑔𝜑𝜑 − 𝑔𝜑𝜑𝜕𝑟𝑔𝑡𝑡) + Ω2 (𝑔𝑡𝜑𝜕𝑟𝑔𝜑𝜑 − 𝑔𝜑𝜑𝜕𝑟𝑔𝑡𝜑)) )

with 𝑔 ∶= (𝑔𝑡𝑡𝑔𝜑𝜑 − 𝑔2
𝑡𝜑) 𝑔𝑟𝑟𝑔𝜗𝜗

can integrate for gravitomagne c poten al 𝜛 for Schwarzschild, Kerr, Kerr-NUT, ...
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Gravitoelectric and -magne c poten als for Schwarzschild

gravitoelectric
poten al

gravitomagne c
poten al
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Gravitoelectric poten al for Kerr
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Gravitomagne c poten al for Kerr

Further metrics
▶ Kerr-NUT metric
▶ 𝑞 metric (general rela vis c quadrupole)
▶ rota ng 𝑞 metric
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Rela vis c geoid: comparison
comparison of accelera on for Schwarzschild and Kerr, for same mass

Philipp, Hackmann,
C.L., Müller, PRD 2020
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Rela vis c geoid: comparison
isometric comparison of loca on of pN and Newtonian geoid, for axially symmetric quadrupole

Philipp, Hackmann,
C.L., Müller, PRD 2020
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Both poten als for Kerr
measurement
▶ Kerr gravita onal, accelera on,

gravito-electric poten al
▶ with falling corner cubes we observe the

gradient of the gravita onal poten al 𝜙
▶ with quantum devices (clocks, atom

interferometers) we have direct access to the
full poten al

▶ Kerr twist, rota on, gravito-magne c
poten al
▶ with interferometers or spinning tops we can

observe the gradient of 𝜛
▶ is there a possibility to have direct access to

the twist poten al?
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Both poten als for Kerr
general physical interpreta on
▶ twist related to axially symmetric spin

mul pole moments
▶ relevance for geodesy: mass fluxes
opera onal interpreta on
▶ gravito-electric poten al

↔ gravita onal defini on of height
sensi ve to mass

▶ gravito-magne c poten al
↔ gravita onal defini on of la tude

sensi ve to mass flux
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